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Circular Motion
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Topics
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Summary

Wednesday: Oscillations [chapter 15]
- Mass on a spring
- Simple harmonic motion

Today: Oscillations [chapter 15]
- SHM and uniform circular motion
- Damped oscillations

Announcements Wednesday November 23: Problem Set 8 due
Next week:        Monday’s lecture posted to blackboard
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Example: Show that the energy of a simple harmonic oscillator is conserved.



Harmonic motion
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Uniform circular motion (projected onto a single axis) is secretly simple harmonic motion 

In fact, “everything is a harmonic oscillator”
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Example: Show that a simple pendulum, in the small angle approximation, 
undergoes simple harmonic motion.



Problem solving in pairs
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Instructions: Solve the following question with a neighbour. Your answers will not be graded; your discussion is 
for your own learning. It is ok if you do not complete the question, but make sure you identify the key steps and 
write down the main equations.

Question (a): If you plot the functions cos(ωt) and cos(ωt + π/4), the second curve (cos(ωt + π/4)) will be 
shifted relative to the first curve (cos(ωt)). But which way?

(a) left

(b) right

Question (b): If two harmonic oscillators have positions (as a function of time) given by 
x

1
(t) = cos(ωt) and x

2
(t) = cos(ωt + π/4), which has the greatest maximum velocity?

(a) x
1
(t)

(b) x
2
(t)

(c) neither



Damped oscillations
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What happens if we add in friction or other resistive forces? We obtain damped oscillations.



Topics
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Summary

Today: Oscillations [chapter 15]
- SHM and uniform circular motion
- Damped oscillations

Tomorrow: Waves [chapter 16]
- Forced oscillations
- Types of waves
- Wave equation

Announcements Wednesday November 23: Problem Set 8 due
Next week:        Monday’s lecture posted to blackboard














